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“The future of Europe – Europe is your future! Pupils’ participation in
democratic life” - an Online Barcamp to promote civic engagement and
pupil mobility.  

MAIN INFO

SALTO E&T link: https://salto-et.net/events/show/DE03_0449_THO_2022

Sector:  SE  Priority: Participation in
democratic life
(2021-27)

Scope: Transnational

Type of presence: Online Venue country: Germany

Venue city: Other Working language: English

Key Action: KA1 TCA documents: Draft-Programme_updat
e_02122022.pdf

Postponed: No E+ Academy: No

Start date: 27.02.2023 End date: 28.02.2023

Subtopic:  newcomers   mobility   dissemination   sustainability   networking  
 interactive   21st century   equal opportunities   democracy   raising
awareness  

TCA DESCRIPTION

Themes and goals: The participation of young people in democratic processes is of paramount
importance for the European Union's future. On one hand young people are
increasingly involved in ‘alternative forms’ of participation, but on the other hand
many young people feel disconnected from our democratic structures and
institutions.How can schools and Erasmus+ support pupils’ participation in
democratic life, social and civic engagement through learning activities?

Expected results: This online event is designed as a barcamp where teachers and pupils can
actively bring in ideas for exchange, get to know teachers and pupils from other
countries, get information about the funding programme Erasmus+ and learn
how it works by experienced teacher and pupils.Why and how do we do this?
Have a look at our short clip

Additional
information:

Once the participating teachers in each country have been selected by the
respective NA, they are asked to register themselves and their two pupils on the
platform Sphinx. In the next step, the participants are invited to the event
platform Venueless. There, they can introduce themselves with a profile and
propose ideas for collaboration. The ideas will be presented at the barcamp and,
depending on the interest of all participants, they will find their way into the
programme.Take note: the Barcamp is hosted via the event platform Venueless
on servers in Germany (Heidelberg) and is compliant with the EU General Data
Protection Regulation.
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PARTNERS AND PARTICIPANTS

Organiser NA: DE03 - Nationale Agentur für EU-Programme im Schulbereich im
Pädagogischen Austauschdienst der Kultusministerkonferenz

Number of
participants:

3

Target group:

Erasmus+ Programme
experience level:

Profile of participants: We are expecting up to 100 teachers and 200 pupils from Europe can
participate (ratio: 1 teacher with 2 pupils)Teachers with their pupils aged 14 to
17, newcomer and experienced teachers with Erasmus+, especially with long
term pupil mobility.All participants should be willing to participate actively in the
discussions, so everyone should have sufficient English skills. There are several
ways to be active, e. g.:Teachers or pupils present their topics, ideas or reports
in sessions. The contributions can be submitted to the event platform from mid-
January 2023Teachers and pupils who have done Erasmus+ activities,
especially long-term pupil mobilities, share their experience to their colleagues /
peersPupils can act as moderators in sessions. For those who have interest to
be a moderator must take part in a workshop held by a professional one week
before the online event starts

Participants per
country:

 3 - Any 

Sending partner(s) -
Booked places:

 AT01 - 2   CY01 - 2   CZ01 - 3   DK01 - 3   ES01 - -   FI01 - 3   HR01 - 2  
 IE01 - 3   IT02 - 12   LT01 - 9   LU01 - 2   LV01 - 3   MT01 - 4   NL01 - 3  
 RO01 - 3   SK01 - 2   BE03 - 2   PT01 - 3   SE01 - 2 

Pending Sending
partner application(s)
- Booked places:

-

Accepted Sending
partner(s) - Accepted
places:

 AT01 - 2   CY01 - 2   CZ01 - 3   DK01 - 3   ES01 - 6   FI01 - 3   HR01 - 2  
 IE01 - 3   IT02 - 12   LT01 - 9   LU01 - 2   LV01 - 3   MT01 - 4   NL01 - 3  
 RO01 - 3   SK01 - 2   BE03 - 2   PT01 - 3   SE01 - 2 

Pending booked
places:

0

Accepted places: 69

TCA PARTICIPANT APPLICATION

Start date of TCA
Participant
Application:

01.12.2022 Application deadline: 29.01.2023
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Confirmation deadline
for Sending NAs:

30.01.2023 Confirmation deadline
for Organiser NAs:

30.01.2023

i SALTO cannot be held responsible for information uploaded by the Organiser National Agencies
regarding training and cooperation activities (TCAs). Please inform SALTO, whenever you should
come upon incorrect data. Always contact the Organiser/Co-organisers of the TCAs themselves for
the latest information.
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